
LibreBoot – Free Boot Firmware
LibreBoot is a free boot firmware for use on computers certified "Respects Your Freedom". Most 
x86 computers are designed to run Windows and come with a non-free BIOS or UEFI firmware that 
often includes some Malware. Windows itself is malware, and Windows licences are often stored in 
the BIOS on OEM PCs. For the sake of our freedom we replace Windows with a free distribution of 
GNU/Linux such as Trisquel (an Ubuntu derivative). But we also have to replace the non-free 
software that initializes the Hardware with free software. Most hardware vendors do not document 
how to install a different BIOS, and make it hard to install a different one. But there is coreboot, a 
free BIOS that can run on some computers. Coreboot contains binary blobs, but some systems can 
stable run without any blobs. LibreBoot also contains documentation how to install a released 
version of the coreboot firmware on supported hardware such as some older Thinkpads, and scripts 
to build the firmware from source, for all supported models. Because newer systems are unable to 
boot without those blobs, there is no support for newer x86 based computers.

For Intel based hardware one challenge is the Management Engine (ME), which is designed for 
remote out of band management. The firmware for the ME is proprietary and it is impossible to run 
a free replacement, because it is signed using a secret key. However it is possible to remove the ME 
firmware on some systems so that it is possible to use them in freedom. Newer systems won't boot 
without the ME blob, so LibreBoot will never support those machines.  The ME has access to the 
whole system ram, so an attacker could run an exploit to read your encryption keys.  Once the 
computer is plugged into a power outlet, the ME becomes active, and it gets total control over the 
machine. This might help an adminstrator to remote control machines, perform remote BIOS 
updates without a risk of bricking the machine. Once the ME firmware is running, it is impossible 
to flash the BIOS, so the machine must be turned off to flash a new BIOS. 

Coreboot can be flashed using the Raspberry Pi, which requires non-free firmware to boot. Other 
programmers such as the BeagleBone Black do not require any non-free software to boot, so 
Libreboot recommends using those instead. Once Libreboot is installed one can update Libreboot 
while GNU/Linux is running. Libreboot also supports ARM based Chromebooks and some older 
AMD boards. But there is no free Distribution of GNU/Linux that can run on ARM based hardware, 
except for some WIFI-Routers and the Ben NanoNote.

Newer AMD systems are unsupported because they have the same problems as Intel, their Platform 
Security Processor requires proprietary signed firmware. Old ARM systems were supported by 
Coreboot/Libreboot because the RAM-Init code was released as free software. On newer systems 
that code is non-free, too. There are also DRM features in both Intel and AMD Hardware, such as 
HDCP support in the hardware. Both companies hold a lot of patents on the instruction set, and use 
proprietary microcode to implement the instruction sets. Third parties are therefore cannot use the 
instruction set to build high performance x86 processors. To maintain our freedoms we need to stop 
using x86, create free hardware designs, patent free instruction sets that anyone can implement and 
port GNU/Linux distributions to many other architectures.


